
NAME: TEACHER:

GRADE: SCORE:

clean your teeth

get dressed
have a shower

wake up

go for a walk

go for a run

catch a bus

cook a meal

go to the gym

meet friends

Zoe doesn't like taking the children to school.
Stella likes taking the children to school. Zoe
and Stella are both au pairs: they live with a
family, do housework (clean the house) and
help with the children. In the afternoon, they go
to an English class. In the evenings, they often
babysit.

LIKE, LOVE, HATE + -ING
1) Read about Zoe and Stella and find out what
they like and dislike about their life.

1) Match the phrases in the box with the pictures below.

Listen and check. 
Practise saying the phrases.

VOCABULARY Everyday Activities

1

1 2 3 4
5

6 7

8

9

10

1 = It's horrible!!! I hate it! 2 = I don't like it.
 3 = OK   4 = I like it.   5= It's fantastic!! I love it!

Zoe Stella

taking the children to school
doing housework
talking to the family
going to English class
babysitting

2 4
1 5
5 2
4 1

2 4

2) Write about their likes and dislikes.
1) (taking children to school)

Zoe doesn't like taking the children to school.
Stella likes taking the children to school.

2) (doing housework)
                                                                    .
                                                                    .

3) (talking to the family)
                                                                    .
                                                                    .

4) (going to English class)
                                                                    .
                                                                    .

5) (babysitting)
                                                                    .
                                                                    .
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NAME: TEACHER:

GRADE: SCORE:

clean your teeth

get dressed

have a shower go for a walk

go for a run

catch a bus

cook a meal

go to the gym

meet friendswake up

LIKE, LOVE, HATE + -ING

1) Match the phrases in the box with the pictures below.

Listen and check. 
Practise saying the phrases.

VOCABULARY

1

1 2 3 4
5

6 7

8

9

10

1 = It's horrible!!! I hate it! 2 = I don't like it.
 3 = OK   4 = I like it.   5= It's fantastic!! I love it!

Zoe Stella

taking the children to school
doing housework
talking to the family
going to English class
babysitting

2 4
1 5
5 2
4 1

2 4

2) Write about their likes and dislikes.
1) (taking children to school)

Zoe doesn't like taking the children to school.
Stella likes taking the children to school.

2) (doing housework)
Zoe hates doing housework  .
Stella loves doing housework     .

3) (talking to the family)
Zoe loves talking to the family.
Stella doesn't like talking to the family.

4) (going to English class)
Zoe likes going to English class. 
Stella hates going to English class.

5) (babysitting)
Zoe doesn't like babysitting  .
Stella likes babysitting .
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ANSWER KEY:

4
39

7
2

10

6

5

8

Everyday Activities

1) Read about Zoe and Stella and find out what
they like and dislike about their life.

Zoe doesn't like taking the children to school.
Stella likes taking the children to school. Zoe
and Stella are both au pairs: they live with a
family, do housework (clean the house) and
help with the children. In the afternoon, they go
to an English class. In the evenings, they often
babysit.


